Ethical Tea Partnership Statement

“The Ethical Tea Partnership supports the global movement towards greater transparency of companies’ operations and supply chains. Disclosure of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) data and general transparency sends a strong indication of a company’s accountability for its operations.

“The Ethical Tea Partnership works with our members to drive improvements in social justice and environmental sustainability in tea; we form collaborations for projects, business pilots and policy work, we do not certify or assure any company’s supply chains. ETP plans to convene the tea industry in early 2022 to develop a “Roadmap to Transparency” in order to support tea companies to embrace this drive for supply chain disclosure. We will work with companies, trade associations, certification bodies and other companies on the Roadmap.

“Increasingly, companies are expected to be transparent about their operations and disclose more than financial data. This requirement is coming from regulators, governments and financial institutions globally, who are mandating disclosure of supply chain information.”
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Notes to Editors

The Ethical Tea Partnership (ETP) is a membership organisation that convenes the tea industry, development partners, NGOs and governments to improve the lives of tea workers, farmers and the environment in which they live and work. Our priority is to work on long-term programmes to tackle the deep-rooted issues and some of the most complex challenges that tea workers and communities are facing.

For more information or interview requests please contact: Sal Lalji, Head of Global Communications, Ethical Tea Partnership on sal.lalji@ethicalteapartnership.org or call +44 (0) 79 7115 1910.